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In 2017, Finland will celebrate the 100th anniversary 
of its independence. What will Finland be like then, or 
in 2050, when the schoolchildren of today turn 50?

Climate change is the greatest challenge of our 
time. The energy efficiency of our built environment 
is of crucial importance as we try to mitigate cli-
mate change. Buildings and construction account 
for about 40 per cent of all energy use and emis-
sions, and the proportion is even higher if we in-
clude transport emissions.

After the energy crisis 30 years ago, Finland 
was a pioneering country in energy efficiency.  
The action plan ERA17 for an Energy-Smart Built 
Environment 2017 encourages Finland to regain its 
position as the leader in energy-efficient built en-
vironments. The plan’s ambitious goal is to reach 
the efficiency requirements set for 2020 three years 
early, in 2017, in Finland’s centennial year.

Several factors contribute to an energy-smart 
built environment, such as land use, construction 
of new buildings and renovation projects, building 

ENERGY-SMART FINLAND TO LEAD THE WAY

maintenance, and the use of renewable energy.  
In January 2010, Finnish Minister of Housing Jan 
Vapaavuori gathered a broad-based group of ex-
perts to map out the best ways to take us further in 
energy-smartness. The ERA17 for an Energy-Smart 
Built Environment 2017 action plan is the fruit of 
this collaboration. The following pages present the 
main proposals of the ERA17 programme for im-
proving the energy efficiency of built environments. 

The ultimate goal of the plan is that in 2050, 
Finland will be able to offer the world’s best living and 
operating environment for people and businesses.

ENERGY-SMARTNESS

An energy-smart built environment refers 
to an energy-efficient, low-emission, high- 
quality built environment that employs all 
necessary means to mitigate climate change.
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The vision of eRA17:

 • finlAnd will be A pioneeR in eneRgy efficiency  

in 2017, f
inlAnd’s cen

TenniAl yeAR

 • choices mAde by consumeRs And businesses will 

cReATe mARkeT-led ef
ficiencies in eneRgy use

 • eneRgy efficiency will cReATe new skills And 

businesses

 • soluTions employed in RenovATion pRojecTs  

will hAlve The need foR heATing eneRgy

 • incReAsed use of public TRAnspoRT, cyclin
g,  

And wAlking will cuT TRAnspoRT emissions

 • legislATion And consTRucTion-sTeeRing will  

seT The fRAmewoRk foR chAnge

 • ciTizens, businesses, A
nd municipAliTies All  

woRk TogeTheR foR chAnge
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The most significant energy-efficiency choices indi-
viduals make in their everyday lives are how they heat 
their homes, the electrical appliances they use in the 
home, and the location of their homes in relation to 
their workplace and services they use. Those choices 
will determine whether our lifestyle carbon footprint 
is one tonne of carbon dioxide per year or 20. 

The more we know about the environmental im-
pact of our lifestyles, the more energy-smart our liv-
ing and consumer habits become. For instance, when 
buildings are rated according to their emissions, it will 
become possible to compare their energy efficiency, 
and, as a result, we will learn to demand better qual-
ity in this area of life. Real-time metering will provide 
us with information on how our consumption habits 
relate to our living costs, which, in turn, will help re-
duce energy and water consumption. 

Consumer choices determine what kinds of ser-
vices and products businesses will develop and offer 
to the market. These will create new jobs for the new 
era’s professionals, who are experts in sustainable 
buildings and building maintenance processes.

Building design and maintenance must move 
from being separate services to being comprehen-
sive services that focus on energy efficiency. Busi-

AN ENERGY-SMART WORLD:  
WHOSE ACTIONS COUNT?

nesses will increasingly become service companies, 
and the guiding principles for tendering and award-
ing contracts will be based on the efficiencies in en-
ergy use that they can offer.

Distributed methods of energy production and 
zero-energy construction may change the energy 
markets and create new business opportunities. 
Cutting emissions may become more attractive to 
owners and developers if buildings were included in 
emission-trading schemes.

Municipalities are also expected to take a leading 
role in promoting energy-smartness. Local energy-effi-
ciency strategies must specify objectives for planning, 
land acquisitions, and energy production, as well as 
set energy-efficiency targets for municipally-owned 
buildings and buildings within local jurisdiction. 

The building of additional dwelling units must 
be assessed for its energy efficiency, and the inte-
gration of the urban structure must be promoted 
through provision of public services primarily inside 
established service zones. Local building permits are 
a good tool for practising advance quality control, 
providing advice on energy-smart solutions, and 
putting them into practice in planning both new 
building and renovation projects.

In essence, being energy-smart shows in those everyday choices  
that all consumers make. Steering by public authorities must support 
the sustainability of these choices. This creates new opportunities  
for businesses to develop in Finland and internationally.
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Municipalities hold many important keys to ener-
gy-efficient land use. Through planning and other 
choices municipalities are able to steer land use and 
the built environment toward energy-smartness. 
Some Finnish cities, like some cities in other coun-
tries, have already taken the lead by including the 
calculated effects of carbon emissions of energy 
supply solutions, transport services, and buildings in 
their planning of new housing areas. In future, this 
will be the norm, not an exception.

Within urbanised areas, it makes the most ‘en-
ergy sense’ to build densely, so that local services 
will have enough customers, and people feel that 
they are part of a community. The importance of an 
integrated urban structure is greatest in growing ur-
ban areas. Particularly in these areas, it is essentially 
important to strengthen public transport systems: it 
is difficult to cut carbon emissions if families cannot 
cope without two cars. 

The building of additional dwelling units in pri-
vate housing areas may be promoted by encourag-
ing more efficient use of available sites and making 

ENERGY-EFFICIENT LAND USE

planning and building permit processes more effi-
cient. Integrating the urban structure will also en-
sure that the conditions are met for district heating 
systems, as the energy use of buildings will gradu-
ally decrease.

Combining good quality of life and energy efficiency is the key task for lively future 
communities. A dense urban structure, smooth public transport, and nearby local  
services are also factors many of us regard as essential for high quality of life.

A dense urban structure is the way to ecological everyday living

LIMITS TO URbAN SpRAWL

To integrate the urban structure, a carrot-
and-stick approach may need to be used – in 
this case, it could be the service zone model 
as defined in the internationally recognised 
Urban Growth Boundary (UGB) model.

The model establishes a regional bound-
ary on a map to steer urban growth, and it 
provides assurances of services within these 
boundaries. The simple goal of the model  
is to steer new building into the vicinity of 
existing services. Canada, the USA, and Aus-
tralia have successfully used the model to 
limit urban sprawl. 
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Recommended AcTions:

 • ToTAl eneRgy AssessmenT To be pART of 

impAcT AssessmenT in uRbAn plAnning

 • building of AddiTionAl dwelling uniTs  

To bRing efficiencies in eneRgy use

 • diffeRenT communiTies As souRces  

of cARbon emissions

 • limiTs To uRbAn spRAwl

 • collAboRATion beTween lAnd use And 

uRbAn plAnning And susTAinAble 

TRAnspoRT plAnning

 • coopeRATion duRing developmenT of AReAs, 

suppoRTed by compATible iT sysTems

 • mAyoRs ARe pioneeRs in developmenT 

plAnning
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For buildings to reach a near-zero-energy level, lo-
cal energy production based on renewable energy 
sources is required. In real life, this usually means 
the local production of solar energy.

Finland can take the lead in this development. 
We are well positioned for distributed methods of 
energy production, because it is possible with our 
power grids to feed self-generated electricity from 
buildings into the grid. But if we sit on our hands, ze-
ro-energy solutions will be brought into Finland from 
abroad and we will lose this business opportunity.

Publicly funded support during the transition is 
required to help promote swift adoption of micro-
plants. It has been proposed that micro-plants be 
completely exempt from tax on electricity. In the long 
run, however, these support methods will not be 
needed, because the price of fossil fuels will increase 
and, at the same time, solar energy solutions will de-
velop to become more cost-efficient.

DISTRIbUTED METHODS OF ENERGY pRODUCTION
Emissions from energy production may be reduced by producing energy in 
buildings or locally. With local production of solar or wind-generated electricity, 
the amount of ‘paid electricity’ decreases. It is easiest to integrate self-production 
of energy into buildings during their construction, but good design and planning 
allows this to be done in renovation projects as well.

SOLAR ENERGY IS HOT

The long and dark Finnish winter is often 
used as an excuse for thinking that there is 
no point in utilising solar energy in Finland. 
However, the rapid development of solar  
energy solutions guarantees that solar ener-
gy will in the near future be compatible with 
traditional forms of energy. 

Solar energy is well suited to both low-
population-density areas and urban environ-
ments. It makes good use of the unused sur-
face space of buildings.

In addition to solar energy being a to-
tally emission-free form of energy, it is also a 
very reliable one – what other form of energy 
do we know that will be available for billions 
of years more?

Will micro-production save the climate?
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Recommended A
cTions:

 • ReAdiness foR uTilising solAR 

eneRgy, To enAble zeRo-

eneRgy consTRucTion 

 • ReAl-Time elec
TRiciTy pRicing
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Recommended A
cTions:

 • A building RegulATion RoAdmAp To enAble 

AnTicipATing The TighTening of eneRgy-

efficiency sTATuTes And RegulATions

 • RenovATion woRk To be RegulATed undeR  

building RegulATions

 • A sysTem To be cReATed foR veRifying The 

quAlificATions of seRvice p
RovideRs involved  

in consTRucTion And building mAinTenAnce

 • building inspecT
ions To incReAse guidAnce 

ThRough pRoAcTive qu
AliTy sTeeRing

 • eneRgy ceRTificATes foR buildings To be  

Renewed And infoRmATion To be collecTed  

inTo The ReAl esTATe dATA RegisTeR

 • consumeRs To be moTivATed ThRough  

TAx And oTheR incenTives

In 2020, buildings must have near-zero-energy con-
sumption levels. To obtain energy-smart buildings, 
we must change construction methods for both 
new building and renovation work. What is needed 
are tighter energy-efficiency regulations, competent 
designers, comprehensive advisory services, and dif-
ferent types of energy-smart incentives.

From the beginning of 2012, Finland will assess 
the total energy consumption of buildings. In prac-
tice, this means that, instead of regulating the ener-
gy consumption of different parts of a building, the 
laws will give each building an upper limit for its total  
energy consumption. In other words, the end result 
will be regulated but not the means to achieve it. This, 
in turn, offers the construction industry opportunities 
to develop innovative approaches and also provides  
a great challenge to designers and consultants.

By drawing a roadmap for the gradual develop-
ment and change over the next 10 years, we also 
support and encourage the systematic development 
of construction work and its related products. Know-
ledge is power – and advantageous in the market: 
this way, businesses may direct their business models 
and focus, on the basis of appropriate regulations.

STEERING OF CONSTRUCTION
The energy efficiency of construction projects may be improved through tighter 
regulations and also by providing good, comprehensive guidance. Regulations 
represent the minimum requirements; it is permissible and advisable to exceed 
them. An energy-smart builder wins with, for example, lower heating bills.

FROM SUpERvISION TO  
CONSULTATION

Building inspection authorities are experts in 
giving guidance. Municipal building inspec-
tors are in direct contact with those who 
make decisions on construction. Therefore, 
the role of building inspection should be 
wider than at present.

If building inspection provides proactive 
and advisory consultation, higher quality will 
follow, instead of just fulfilment of the mini-
mum requirements of regulations. During the 
processing of building permit applications, 
building inspection authorities have an op-
portunity to share information about the im-
pact of different solutions, and advise build-
ing developers about energy-smart solutions 
and good property maintenance. 

A roadmap for the development of building regulations
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Recommended A
cTions:

 • A building RegulATion RoAdmAp To enAble 

AnTicipATing The TighTening of eneRgy-

efficiency sTATuTes And RegulATions

 • RenovATion woRk To be RegulATed undeR  

building RegulATions

 • A sysTem To be cReATed foR veRifying The 

quAlificATions of seRvice p
RovideRs involved  

in consTRucTion And building mAinTenAnce

 • building inspecT
ions To incReAse guidAnce 

ThRough pRoAcTive qu
AliTy sTeeRing

 • eneRgy ceRTificATes foR buildings To be  

Renewed And infoRmATion To be collecTed  

inTo The ReAl esTATe dATA RegisTeR

 • consumeRs To be moTivATed ThRough  

TAx And oTheR incenTives
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So far, it has not been easy to identify a well-main-
tained and energy-efficient building in Finland. This 
is why we need to create an environmental classifi-
cation system for regions and buildings that is suit-
able for Finnish environmental conditions and will 
be internationally acknowledged. A classification 
system will bring with it many advantages: when 
a building has a good environmental classification, 
its usage rate improves, it will yield higher rental 
income, and its resale value increases. In addition, a 
classification system improves the energy-efficiency 
of buildings rapidly and according to market values. 

An environmental classification system for re-
gions and buildings will also encourage those who 
offer building maintenance services to develop eco-
efficient service concepts. We need new service mod-
els for building maintenance so that owners and us-
ers can get all the property and maintenance services 
they need under one roof, or at least without com-
plicated processes. Therefore, property maintenance 
services require their own certification system to help 
service users to select providers, and also to develop 
service providers’ competitiveness in the long run.

OWNERSHIp AND USE OF REAL ESTATE
Real estate construction is often focused on initial investment costs, overlooking usage 
costs that will be generated during the life of the property. How efficiently the building is 
used and what activities take place in buildings make a big difference in their energy use. 
Smart owners and other users are in a key position to influence this.

An environmental classification system for regions and buildings

EMISSIONS TRADING – NEW  
INCOME FOR THE ENERGY-SMART?

Once the classification system for regions and 
buildings has been established, the real estate 
sector could have its own emissions trading 
scheme based on greenhouse gas emissions 
and energy efficiency, similarly to the trading 
system used in industry. This way, emission re-
ductions and energy efficiency would become 
a sellable commodity, and those investing in 
energy efficiency would gain financial benefit 
from it. Cutting emissions could also result 
in other benefits, such as additional building 
permits or leasehold interest. 

It is essential to take relative energy con-
sumption into account when sharing emission 
quotas, to ensure that the already energy- 
efficient buildings are treated fairly. A good 
model is found in Britain, where emissions 
trading is being extended to the construction 
industry.
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Recommended AcTions:

 • enviRonmenTAl clAssificATion 

schemes To be cReATed foR Regions 

And buildings

 • incenTives To be given foR eneRgy 

efficiency

 • cReATion of An emissions TRAding 

scheme foR The ReAl esTATe secToR

 • employmenT of new seRvices And 

models of opeRATion To pRomoTe 

eneRgy-smARTness
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In the past few years, an increasing amount of research has 
been dedicated to sustainable built environments, both in 
Finland and internationally. We need a still greater increase 
if we are to be able to train enough energy-efficiency pro-
fessionals for the real estate and construction sectors. 

Researchers and teachers must expand their hori-
zons and come together through multidisciplinary co-op-
eration across all fields of work and areas of administra-
tion. New professorships in the energy efficiency of built 
environments must be established in the most important 
universities providing training in the construction sector.

In addition, more people in the construction labour 
chain should receive training in energy-efficiency issues, 
all the way from designers to carpentry. Architects and 
land-use planners have a special need for this kind of 
new knowledge, as they have a great impact on energy-
efficiency management.

From the customer and property-owner’s point of 
view, it is important that they do not have to look for 
energy-efficient solutions in several places and that they 
can find all advice and services for construction, energy 
solutions, and maintenance under one roof. This calls 
for broad-based advances in expertise.

TAKING KNOW-HOW FURTHER
An energy-smart environment calls for ever more knowledgeable energy efficiency 
professionals. Zero-energy construction, attention to energy issues during planning 
processes, and wider use of renewable energy sources call for further professional 
development in all areas of expertise. What we need is multidisciplinary co-operation 
in putting new knowledge and innovations into practice.

New professorships in energy efficiency

TEST ENvIRONMENTS, SpEEDING Up 
DISTRIbUTION OF NEW SOLUTIONS

We need to move the new expertise from univer-
sities out into the wider world as quickly as pos-
sible, and that is why the new solutions must first 
be tried in test environments. Test environments 
allow for methodological study of new solutions, 
and energy-efficiency measurements and user 
feedback can be collected much more quickly 
and efficiently than with existing buildings. 

Testing must be done on a sufficiently large 
scale. At the regional level, a test example might 
be the planning of and construction in newly 
developing city zones, so that people living in 
the areas would be asked to commit to energy-
efficiency measurements in their buildings and 
reply to questionnaires about their energy use 
for a certain period. Such an area could become 
home to an annual energy-efficiency construc-
tion show or host to an international ‘Oscar cere-
mony’ for energy-efficient buildings in Finland.
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Recommended AcTions:

 • To incReAse The AmounT of ReseARch 

And develop bAsic skills

 • To develop RenovATion meThods 

 • To sTudy And develop new soluTions  

in suiTAble TesT enviRonmenTs

 • municipAliTies To dRAw up eRA17 AcTion 

plAns And eneRgy-smART sTRATegies

 • buildeRs And RenovAToRs ARe infoRmed 

AbouT eneRgy-smART choices

 • To esTAblish A follow-up TeAm
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